Abstract: This work focuses on the wake encounter problem occurring when a light, or very light, aircraft flies through or nearby a wind turbine wake. The dependency of the aircraft normal load factor on the distance from the turbine rotor in various flight and environmental conditions is quantified. For this research, a framework of software applications has been developed for generating and controlling a population of flight simulation scenarios in presence of assigned wind and turbulence fields. The JSBSim flight dynamics model makes use of several autopilot systems for simulating a realistic pilot behavior during navigation. The wind distribution, calculated with OpenFOAM, is a separate input for the dynamic model and is considered frozen during each flight simulation. The aircraft normal load factor during wake encounters is monitored at different distances from the rotor, aircraft speeds, rates of descent and crossing angles. Based on these figures, some preliminary guidelines and recommendations on safe encounter distances are provided for general aviation aircraft, with considerations on pilot comfort and flight safety. These are needed, for instance, when an accident risk assessment study is required for flight in proximity of aeolic parks. A link to the GitHub code repository is provided.
Introduction

Wind Turbines Impact on Aviation
In the last fifteen years, the wind power industry has constantly gained a relentless and rapid market growth all over the world [1] . As a consequence of the spread of wind farms operation sites, it is easy to understand how, to this day, the most easily accessible locations have already been used up: these are the ones located at sufficient distance from communities, with no environmental or aeronautical constraints, and with good access to the grid network. Attention has therefore recently turned to the more challenging sites and more and more issues have started to arise for the aviation sector. During 2015 in Germany, about 4100 MW of planned wind turbine projects were stopped for incompatibility with existing aviation and radar facilities [2] . The specific situation we have investigated in this work is represented by general aviation users operating near unlicensed aerodromes, focusing the attention on light and ultra-light fixed-wing aircraft.
According to existing regulations for light and very light aircraft, the capacity an aircraft has to structurally withstand forces due to either maneuvers or gusts is quantified by the maximum and minimum load factor it is designed for. The normal load factor is defined in magnitude and sign as n z B = (g z B − a z B ) /g, and therefore represents a global normalized measure of the acceleration an aircraft is subjected to, due to external loads along its vertical body axis. Human beings as well as airplane structures have a limited ability to withstand load factors significantly diverging from the nominal condition of n z B = 1 . This is why aviation authorities specify the load factor limits within which different classes of aircraft are required to operate without damage, i.e., without the possibility of external forces to exceed the structural strength of the airplane components. For very light aircraft, regulations prescribe that the airplane must be able to sustain a positive maneuvering load factor of up to a minimum of 3.8, and a negative maneuvering load factor of down to a minimum of −1.5. The limit gust load factor has to be considered as linearly varying with aircraft airspeed, starting from a value of 1 at zero aircraft speed. A reference gust speed w de (15.24 m·s −1 , i.e., 50 ft·s −1 ) is given for aircraft cruise speed V C , and the limit gust load factor at V C can then be calculated by using Equation (1) :
with K g = 0.88µ g 5. 3 + µ g and µ g = 2W/S ρgcC L α .
Alternatively, other methods can be implemented, but the "1-cos" gust profile as in Equation ( 2) has to be adopted for the aircraft certification [14] . For this work, also a second approach was taken by integrating Equation (3) in the unknown instantaneous vertical speed V v . This is the equation for the point-mass aircraft vertical dynamics after an encounter with a given gust profile w g (t), and results in the time history ofV v = a z B during the gust encounter. The outcome of the two methods from Equations (1) and (3) is reported in Section 3.2:
with K = ρgC L α V C 2W/S .
Once the V-n diagram for the given aircraft is drawn as reported qualitatively in Figure 1 , the limit values for the load factor due to both maneuvering and gusts are identified. It is possible that the gust limit falls either within or outside of the maneuvering limit, depending on the specific case.
For speeds close to the stall speed V S , the V-n diagram also shows that high loads will result in the aircraft stalling before suffering structural damage: this is therefore an aerodynamic limit that results in the pilot losing control of the aircraft, without compromising its immediate safety. The stall limit curve has a parabolic shape given by the following Equation (4) , which expresses the vertical equilibrium in maneuvering condition:
At stall speed V S , the maximum allowable load factor is obtained in level flight at the maximum lift coefficient C L max , i.e., at n z B = 1. This means that, in stalling conditions, the aircraft is not able to do any maneuver that increases its normal load factor without stalling. For V > V S , the maximum load factor is also obtained at the maximum lift coefficient, but grows with speed up to the limit imposed by regulations for structural safety. To sum up, the turbine wake encounter can be considered safe if the load factor experienced during the flight falls within the largest of all these design boundaries [14] . If the maximum load factor arising during a turbine wake encounter falls in the area within the red hatching, the encounter can be considered safe.
Modelling
A thorough discussion of wind turbine wakes lies outside the scope of this work. Nevertheless, some useful observations for the comprehension of the proposed approach are provided in the following. The main focus for the wake encounter object of this study lies in the near wake region, since the restrictions on wind farm layouts are mainly driven by reduced allowable installation space sharing borders with aerodromes. In the near wake region, it is still possible to identify the trailed vortex structures released by the root-hub and tip regions, and convected downstream with the mean wind velocity behind the rotor plane. This is particularly true if the effects of turbulence inflow, complex terrain and boundary layer are neglected, as in this study. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods have been recently used to study wake development and breakdown [15, 16] . The Actuator Disk Model (ADM) and the Actuator Line Model (ALM) are two of the most used methods to simulate the turbine rotor and obtain a satisfying degree of fidelity for the flow stream downwind of it [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Interfacing the former types of simulation with a flight dynamics model involves combining two very different branches of physics, and may be carried out successfully with increasing levels of approximation. The wind velocity distribution may or may not be evolving in time together with the aircraft motion, and it could be obtained by analytical models or by simulation. The instantaneous wind velocity vector could be integrated in the aircraft aerodynamic model through a single-point (e.g., only center of gravity) or a multi-point interpolation.
The most common practice for such wake encounter studies is using CFD techniques, as well as experimental campaigns in wind tunnels, exclusively for tuning and validation of more simple, steady analytical turbine wake models. Only these latter ones are ultimately implemented in the flight dynamics counterpart of the wake encounter simulation, causing velocity fluctuations and other turbulent and unsteady effects not to be included in the study of the whole phenomenon. Several of them are available in literature, with different levels of complexity [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
From a more operational perspective, test pilots can be able, by means of trials, to establish quantitatively the severity of the wake encounter, thus providing useful information to the civil aviation authorities [26] . Subjective feedback may be provided in the form of a short questionnaire, in order to define a measuring scale for the wake encounter effect on the aircraft state and the pilot's ability to recover [13] .
The Importance of Aeronautical Studies
Pilots' personal and subjective evaluations cannot substitute aeronautic regulations that are defined by authorities on the basis of some historical evidence and/or engineering study. As an example, in the particular case of airborne collision with an on-ground obstacle, historical data series have been used to define clearance rules above aerodromes: a series of Obstacle Limitation Surfaces (OLS) are established, in order to define the limits beyond which objects must not project into the airspace. When an obstacle is designed in such a way that it intrudes, even slightly, one of the prescribed volumes, the manufacturer is required to provide an aeronautical study to prove that the obstacle does not modify the established safety level and the regularity of flight operations. At the present time, there are no further guidelines provided by regulations on how this task has to be carried out.
In the particular case of [27] , the aeronautical study took advantage of advanced flight dynamics simulation techniques, with the open-source software JSBSim. Having established a reference flight situation, either a deterministic or a Montecarlo analysis can be carried out to explore the space of critical events, and consequent plausible pilot reactions to them. In the simplest case, one representative airplane model can be chosen, namely a single propeller general aviation aircraft. If a suitable subset of fatal events is determined, this can be used to support the estimation of collision risk on the basis of the obtained trajectories data.
In a similar way, it is envisioned that the aeronautical study underlying the present article will support the estimation of controllability, safety and comfort during a wind turbine wake encounter by a light aircraft.
Present Work and Structure of the Article
The present article proposes a further understanding of the aircraft-turbine wake encounter problem by quantifying the dependency of the aircraft normal load factor on the distance from the turbine rotor in various flight and environmental conditions. The work has taken full advantage of state-of-the-art open-source software for producing realistic fluid dynamics and piloted aircraft dynamics simulations. These are directly interfaced through a neutral server platform, developed just for this purpose. This framework was exploited to test different CFD models for the generation of wind turbine wakes, and make some considerations on their suitability to be integrated in a flight dynamics model, as far as a wake encounter is concerned.
The goal is to provide guidelines and recommendations on safe encounter distances for general aviation users and to improve results from a previous risk assessment study. The latter featured canonical regulation prescriptions, i.e., a point-mass aircraft model subject to a cosine gust profile in the longitudinal plane [23] [24] [25] .
This manuscript is organized as follows: in Section 2, the proposed methodology is described. Section 3 presents the simulation scenarios that were arranged to perform the risk assessment study, with explanations on the methodology and motivation of the most relevant choices. Results are presented in a synthetic yet systematic way, and finally, in Section 4, some guidelines on a recommended pilot behavior are inferred, as they are arising from the analysis of the results.
Methodology
In order to simulate the aircraft-turbine wake encounter problem, the authors have used and further developed three distinct, yet interconnected, computational cores and the data management infrastructure of the project. JSBSim [28] is the dedicated flight dynamics model and simulator, while OpenFOAM [29] is the chosen toolbox for CFD simulations. In order to interface these two applications, a neutral intermediary platform has been developed from scratch: the Wind Reconstruction Server (WiReS) application. Finally, data pre-and post-processing, and simulations set-up was handled with a set of custom Python classes and implemented in a collection of progressive Jupyter Notebooks [30] . This research has been carried out using exclusively open-source software, having this philosophy unquestionable benefits in terms of productivity, as overcoming any possible proprietary software limitations and exploiting custom functionalities for specific advanced tasks. All code used and developed for this work is currently hosted on GitHub [31].
Automatic Navigation in JSBSim
A set of simple autopilot systems has been developed with the idea of simulating realistic human pilot behavior. The aim is to attain a certain specified aircraft state, such as wings level or a heading or an altitude, and hold it for a required period of time. The implemented control architecture features a series of independent, single-input-single-output (SISO), proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers. In our case, the control signal is an action on the aircraft control surfaces that is superimposed to the trim command actions. Each of the auto-pilot systems was tuned in order to achieve the desired response in a prescribed maneuver, i.e., few or none oscillations in the 6-degree of freedom (DOF) dynamic response and no residual error in the steady state. The tuning procedure is carried out with a campaign of trial and error test-flight simulations and supported by the Ziegler-Nichols heuristic method for PID controllers [32] .
The automatic flight simulation utilities described above have been tested and validated in two phases. Initially, an alignment and landing maneuver at a specific geo-referenced runway was pursued. At this stage, focus is exclusively on 2D navigation, i.e., following a prescribed ground track, while the altitude profile was not controlled actively yet. Only one trajectory was generated from specified initial conditions, with pre-determined waypoints. The time history of control actions, together with angular rates, attitude angles and 3D trajectory, is shown in Figure 2 . The three spikes along the δ a line manifest the heading autopilot changing target. The δ e line shows how the elevator dynamically adapts to its reference value during a turn, and then starts the descent. The final spike corresponds to touch down.
In the second phase, a very large set of simulations is generated randomly and run automatically. The way-point based navigation paradigm is again implemented, but it is now enforced with glide angle and speed control all along the trajectory. The descent and landing maneuvers are performed in a totally automatic way. The reference value for the glide angle autopilot is constantly updated since the aircraft gets below a threshold distance to the landing field; its error signal is used to control elevator deflection. In a similar fashion, speed is controlled with an auto-throttle system. Time histories for controlled altitude and speed are reported in Figure 3 , together with the collection of resulting ground tracks. Markers indicate the moment the heading autopilot changes its target: first is at a distance threshold from the runway, second is for the alignment way-point, third is the field way-point. The final bump in the velocity chart manifests throttle down for counteracting ground-effect. Finally, simulation is automatically terminated at touch down. The initial position is assigned at a fixed distance to the field, with a normally distributed azimuth angle with respect to the local North direction. For the sake of this test, the mean value was chosen to be 45 • , i.e., the northwest direction, and a standard deviation of 10 • . No matter what the random initial position is, every aircraft manages to achieve alignment with the runway and land correctly at the position (0, 0). The same prescribed outcome for all simulations is achieved despite random initial conditions. 
CFD Models
One of the main difficulties in direct numerical simulations with actual wind turbines geometry is represented by the different length scales of the problem. In order to resolve the full turbine geometry, ideally one would need to build a mesh with sub-millimeter resolution in the blade boundary layer inside a kilometer-scale computational box within which an entire wind-farm would fit. This issue persists also for averaging (e.g., Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes, RANS) or filtered (e.g., Large Eddy Simulation, LES) techniques, where the usage of body force source terms remains the only viable simulation approach [33] .
The Actuator Disk (ADM) and Actuator Line Models (ALM) [34, 35] are commonly exploited to represent the wind turbine at a reduced computational cost, without resolving the full geometry of the blades. Rather, they are used to apply body forces to the flow field, in the shape of thrust and torque actions representative of the blade lift and drag forces. Both these models apply a thrust and torque on the flow, as real wind turbines actually do.
The ADM introduces a body force source in the momentum equation: this force is distributed on a permeable disk of zero thickness, and represents the rotor plane. In its simplest formulation, the actuator disc is uniformly loaded. The method has been implemented as first choice for its compatibility with a broader set of other in-house OpenFOAM libraries, expressly conceived for wind farm analysis and optimization. The most notable features include: (i) automatic meshing and mesh refining, even for complex terrain; (ii) inclusion of ground effect in the flow simulation and (iii) generation of realistic atmospheric boundary layer boundary conditions at inflow, potentially including temperature effects. The solution scheme exploits a modified version of the simpleFoam steady-state solver for incompressible and turbulent flow, i.e., for solving the RANS time-averaged equations with a modified k − turbulence model.
As with any axisymmetric method, the ADM is limited to averaged values of azimuthal variations on the disk surface and it is not able to simulate the wake of a single rotating blade. The number of blades and their actual rotation are, in fact, not taken into account at all. In [23] [24] [25] , different analyses had already been carried out with this CFD approach, extracting reference data for a gust model based on current aeronautical prescriptions [14] . With this approach, the maximum angle of attack variation is related to the maximal oscillation of the velocity around its mean value at a specified distance behind the turbine. Although providing satisfying results within a model-based approach for the estimation of normal load factors due to wake encounters, this implementation of the ADM method has proven to not be sufficiently detailed to be integrated with a flight simulator for the same purpose.
For this reason, further investigations were oriented towards a more complex turbine model such as the ALM, which is able to include the transient effects present in the turbulent wake within the flight dynamics. This method exploits the same basic principle of operations of the ADM, but instead of substituting the whole rotor with a volume force distribution in the rotor disk, it represents the actual rotor blades, separately, with rotating actuator lines [36] . Volume forces are therefore distributed radially, along each one of these lines, and closely resemble the physics of a real wind turbine blade. The body forces acting on the actuator lines are computed using a blade element approach combined with tabulated two-dimensional, blade cross section, airfoil characteristics. The advantage of ALM over fully resolved geometry relies on the blades being described by span-wise distributed airfoil data, such that much fewer grid points are needed to capture the interaction of the blades with the wind field. The ALM, therefore, allows for a detailed study of the dynamics of different wake structures, such as tip and root vortices, using a reasonable number of grid nodes.
This method has been, thus, employed for the NREL 5 MW wind turbine model within an LES type flow simulation [37] . In the context of this research article, no detailed description of the solution techniques is reported, since these are used for the purposes of this work without any modification w.r.t. their specifications as for the highlighted literature. It features a three-bladed, upwind turbine with a rotor diameter D t = 126 m and a nominal hub height h t = 90 m. Its cut-in, rated and cut-out wind speeds are 3, 11.4 and 25 m·s −1 respectively, and the corresponding cut-in and rated rotational speeds are 6.9 and 12.1 rpm [38] . For each of the four experiments considered in this set of scenarios (ALM ij , reported below), a 300 s unsteady simulation has been run. The final time step has been then extracted and made available for the following campaign of flight simulations. For each wind speed, the appropriate rotor angular velocity has been chosen: ALM case matrix. Speed is in m·s −1 , angles are in degrees
The cases with off-axis condition, i.e., ψ * W = 0, are considered to observe the effects of a different wake development and mixing on the flight loads of the airplane crossing behind the turbine. The computational domain extends 3.2 km by 3.2 km on the ground and 800 m in altitude; it contains slightly more than 22 million cells. It features a minimum and maximum resolution of 16 and 2 m, achieved with a series of three concentric cylindrical refinement regions aligned with the rotor axis and crossing the domain from side to side. Finally, the wind turbine is placed 400 m inside the inflow boundary. No additional features, like complex terrain or hills and forests, were included in the domain: these would most likely increase the turbulence level downwind the turbine, but would also increase the complexity in the interpretation of the results.
Although achieving a much more detailed representation of the turbine wake in all of the above scenarios, the specific implementation of the ALM method presents some accuracy limitations, including lack of ground effect and atmospheric boundary layer, which would turn into a loss of symmetry of the wind turbine wake with respect to the its longitudinal axis, due to the vertical gradient of the wind speed. This would enhance the turbulent mixing in the near wake region, thus reducing the downwind distance where its value is maximum, see Figure 4 . In this analysis, a uniform velocity profile at the inflow has been used instead. Despite the high computational cost and several approximations in the model, this method is able to capture and render the macroscopic variations of the vertical component of the flow velocity. These are interesting for they predominantly stress the most sensible aircraft flight dynamics behavior. For a verification and/or validation of the proposed simulation methodology, the reader is referred to [23] [24] [25] 37] . 
Coupling, Geo-Referentiation and Wind Interpolation
The WiReS application makes the flight and fluid dynamics sides of the simulations communicate with each other. It has been developed as an asynchronous server to work as a database and computational engine. The server is fed with the aircraft center of gravity position at every time frame of the flight dynamics simulation. It then uses this information to access the OpenFOAM mesh domain, retrieve the corresponding local wind velocity vector and send it back to the aircraft. The mesh domain and wind velocity field databases are statically loaded once and continuously accessed by the server. For this work, all of the meshes are structured and rectilinear with different local refinements regions, and it is assumed that mesh points' coordinates are expressed in a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system [39] . In order for the computational domain to represent an actual geo-referenced scenario on Earth, the mesh points must be translated according to the aircraft initial position.
The most relevant steps of the interactive process are here covered in detail. For each JSBSim instance, and for each time step in the flight dynamics simulation:
1.
JSBSim transmits the instantaneous aircraft position in a spherical, Earth-fixed reference frame; 2.
WiReS converts latitude and longitude coordinates to the UTM Cartesian coordinate system; altitude is untouched; 3.
WiReS uses this new form of the aircraft center of gravity position to directly access the mesh and interpolate the wind velocity vector field; 4.
WiReS transforms the wind velocity vector to the more common (for aeronautic applications) north-east-down reference frame and passes it back to the original instance of JSBSim; 5.
JSBSim acquires the wind velocity vector and uses it to update the aircraft velocity vector relative to the wind.
6.
Finally, all aerodynamic parameters are altered, thus taking into account the effects of the wind in that exact location on Earth, and the aircraft position is propagated to the next time frame.
The block scheme representing the whole process is represented in Figure 5 . In short, along every flight trajectory, the local instantaneous wind velocity is used to alter the aircraft airspeed by interpolating the wind field at the position of the aircraft center of gravity. The wind field is considered frozen during all flight simulations and rotational effects are not included on the aircraft.
All the operations in the server scope are performed by WiReS in an asynchronous way. This turns out to be extremely useful when many JSBSim instances are launched in parallel, as the interpolation process depends on the dimension of the CFD domain and on the aircraft position relative to it. 
WiReS JSBSim
Geo-referenciate (Python) Figure 5 . Block scheme representing the interaction among JSBSim, WiReS and OpenFOAM.
Results
Scenarios Description
As explained in Section 2.2, four different CFD scenarios are well-suited to be interfaced with JSBSim. Two cases for a wind speed of 5 m·s −1 and two for 12 m·s −1 , with axial and non-axial wind with respect to the turbine. The lower wind speed represents a common and realistic side wind condition in aviation; the larger serves the purpose of analyzing the effects of a completely developed wake for the turbine's rated power condition. In all cases, wind is blowing eastwards, and its velocity distribution is considered frozen during each flight simulation. A wind axis is defined as running west to east and passing through the rotor center.
Three different templates for flight simulations were arranged for each of these CFD scenarios, for a total of twelve flight simulation families. In each template, the aircraft is positioned south of the wind axis and going north. The glide autopilot actively controls the flight path angle with elevator, while way-point navigation is implemented with ailerons. The aircraft is trimmed with flaps open in landing configuration, and in initial conditions that vary on the template case. The only part of the trajectory that is interesting for this research is the wake encounter, which typically happens midway in the flight path. JSBSim performs the trimming operation before the first time frame in the simulation, i.e., before starting the communication with WiReS, thus without any knowledge of the wind field at the initial position. As a consequence, the aircraft is exposed to an initial gust due to the wind speed at its mission starting point. In order for these undesired loads not to contaminate the effects due to gusts and turbulence of the actual wake encounter, it was necessary to set the aircraft initial position sufficiently far away from the rotor axis, thus giving the airplane the time needed to recover from the unwanted perturbed state. The key differences among the three templates are described as follows, while a representation scheme of the scenarios is reported in Figure 6 . Initial altitude is also assigned manually in order to achieve crossings exactly through the middle of the wake. Final position is symmetrical to the initial one with respect to the wind axis, and is marked by a way-point. With this set-up, the aircraft realizes an ideal wake encounter by crossing the wake at the exact wind axis and with a heading at crossing of 0 • (i.e., north). Set 2 resembles SET 1 in every aspect but the aircraft initial speed, which is now set to 100 kn.
These first two sets are referred to as the deterministic ones, and were set-up for performing a controllable trend study on the effects of distance to the rotor and aircraft speed. Set 3 is the Montecarlo set, consisting of 100 random simulations. With reference to Figure 6: (i) initial horizontal position is uniformly distributed within the region interested by the turbine wake, while vertical position is fixed at a prescribed distance from the wind axis; (ii) initial speed is also uniformly distributed between 50 and 100 kn; (iii) initial altitude is assigned as a Gaussian variable of µ = h t and σ = 5 m, where h t is the turbine hub height above ground; (iv) initial heading is always set to north; (v) initial flight path angle is set to −1 • ; (vi) final position way-point coordinates are assigned similarly to the initial ones; (vii) final altitude that commands the gliding autopilot at every instant is assigned to be 65 m over the final way-point in all cases. In this way, the aircraft undergoes a more or less steep turn during the wake encounter, crosses the wake at different heights, incidence angle and at variable rates of descent. This attempt was meant to reproduce the natural variability lying under potential realistic wake encounter scenarios.
The aircraft flight dynamics model that has been implemented is a modified version of the Cessna 172 Skyhawk [40] . The original C172 implementation in JSBSim has been used since the early stages of the work, for its aerodynamic model is very consolidated, complex and reliable. The aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the aircraft are modeled by a number of build-up formulas, which are evaluated at every time-step of a flight simulation. The implementation involves the use of several look-up tables, which are entered with instantaneous values of flight parameters to evaluate all necessary quantities, such as aerodynamic, stability and control derivatives, or other effects of various types (e.g., ground effect factor). Attitude dynamics and unsteady effect on aerodynamics are not ignored: as in all the classical flight mechanics models, they are included in the form of the so called unsteady derivatives (e.g., C Lα , C M q , etc.). For all of the coupled sets of simulation, though, the configuration model has been altered in the geometry, weight and inertia aspects, in order to better produce an acceptable representation of a lighter aircraft, namely inspired by the Ikarus C42 [41] . The previous study by the Fraunhofer IWES had already dealt with flight envelope protection of an Ikarus itself, making it reasonable to perform the simulation campaign with a vehicle from the same category of the latter [23] [24] [25] . Because the new aircraft is less than half as heavy as the C172, this scaling down procedure is expected to result in a worst case scenario, and is therefore supposed to provide more dramatic and interesting results. A visual comparison between the Skyhawk and Ikarus is presented in Figure 7 , where it can be appreciated that they completely share the overall configuration layout and arrangement. For this reason, the JSBSim configuration file was not altered at all in the aerodynamic section, but only in the geometric and inertial ones. Two separate scaling processes have been undertaken in these two regards: they were carried out by comparing wing area S w and wing span b w for the former, and empty weight W e and maximum take-off weight W mto for the latter. Two different scale factors were guessed on the basis of these comparisons and used to estimate the unknown parameters of the new aircraft. In particular, the new moments of inertia were calculated using Ikarus weight and the scaled down radius of gyration of the Cessna airplane. A recap of the main specifications of the two reference aircraft and the new modified model used within the simulations is presented in Table 1 . Table 1 . Main specifications of the reference aircraft and the custom version used for the simulation campaign. Geometric data is estimated via a scale factor based on S w and b w ; weights and inertia are estimated via a different scale factor based on W e and W mto .
Cessna 172 Ikarus C42
Custom Units With V C = 87 kn being the chosen design cruise speed at sea-level altitude [14] , Equation (1) prescribes that the limit positive gust load factor is 2.86 for V = V C , which results in a value of 2.06 for V = 50 kn and 3.13 for V = 100 kn. In the same condition, Equation (3) is less conservative and prescribes a value of 2.82 for V = V C , which means 2.04 for V = 50 kn and 3.07 for V = 100 kn. These results are summarised in Table 2 . The two methods show good agreement, and in no case does the gust limit exceed the boundaries of the maneuvering limit prescribed by regulations. Table 2 . Summary of results for the estimation of the limit gust load factor.
Description
V C = 87 kn V = 50 kn V = 100 kn Equation (1) Regulations based n z B = 2.86 n z B = 2.06 n z B = 3.13 Equation (3) Vertical dynamics n z B = 2.82 n z B = 2.04 n z B = 3.07
Analysis of Results
Being practically homogeneous in the whole CFD domain, the macroscopic eastwards wind distribution does not strictly influence the wake encounter phase of the flight simulation. Together with the aircraft speed and flight path angle, it rather concerns some general characteristics of attitude and trajectory: ground track curvature for approaching the final way-point, pitch attitude, longer or shorter period of the initial excitation at trimming. All of these parameters are of no interest for this research, and their influence on the results of interest has been carefully neutralized by choosing the flight simulation scenarios set-up introduced in the previous section.
The turbine effect on the wind distribution and on the aircraft motion itself can be estimated by observing the time history of the three wind velocity field components along each one of the simulated trajectories, and in particular during the wake encounter phase. To identify the starting and ending point of the wake encounter phase for each trajectory, the axial velocity deficit downwind of the turbine rotor has been exploited. This is due to the turbine extracting kinetic energy from the wind and results in sudden decrease of axial wind speed in the area downwind the rotor (Figure 8 Top). This criterion is based on the analysis of the wind component along an Earth-fixed axis and does not depend on aircraft trajectory or attitude.
The main goal of this work is to understand in what measures rotor wake encounters affect comfort and safety of pilots of light aircraft. The focus lies on the most relevant parameters: the wind velocity component along the aircraft z-body axis V W z , the aircraft normal load factor, along the same body axis, n z B , and the wake encounter distance downwind the rotor. Both V W z and n z B are expressed in a reference frame that is fixed to the aircraft, and therefore their time history will be closely related to, and strongly dependent on, the airplane motion and attitude during the simulation.
An example of the time histories of V W z and n z B in the wake encounter section of the trajectory is reported in Figure 8 . As quantitative indicators to represent the phenomenon, the minimum and maximum of the time series have been selected. For ease of comparison among all the sets and scenarios, they are summarized in Figure 9 as a function of the normalized distance to turbine. Finally, in order to compare them with the engineering design limits imposed by regulations, and to quantitatively assess the safety level of the wake encounter, they are plotted within a realistic flight envelope diagram in Figure 10 . The wind velocity vertical component is the most immediate cause that originates oscillations of the normal load factor and drives its evolution in time. In every case, there is a visible and remarkable divergence from the reference condition of n z B = 1. This appears both for the deterministic sets, where the aircraft is prescribed to fly exactly through the middle of the turbine wake, and for the random set, where altitude, speed and attitude at crossing are widely more fortuitous.
Although the extent of the normal load factor extreme values must be taken into consideration for reasons like pilot comfort and flight safety, the aircraft structural strength is not threatened at all. For the low wind speed case, the average maximum positive load factor of ≈ 1.5 is equivalent to a "1-cos" natural gust of intensity w de = 4 m/s encountered at aircraft speed V C ; for the high wind speed case, the average maximum positive load factor of ≈ 1.8 corresponds to a similar encounter with w de = 7 m/s; as already reported in Section 1.2, regulations prescribe a critical value of w g,max = 15.24 m/s [14] .
Greater load factors almost never appear close to the turbine rotor, i.e., at a distance smaller than about 3 − 7D t depending on the wind speed. This debunks the previous conviction according to which the closer to the turbine, the more dangerous the wake encounter is for the aircraft. Instead, in all the studied cases, it appears that the region immediately downwind the rotor is characterized by only relatively small deviations of the load factor from the condition n z B = 1. These deviations significantly increase for crossings further away from the turbine, and seem to become maximum in amplitude in the region where the mixing between turbine wake and surrounding air is most intense and the turbulence is stronger.
The greater the aircraft speed, the more severe the wake encounter. This is manifest from the deterministic sets where, even if the wind velocity envelope is similar for the two aircraft velocity cases (or even worse for the slower one), the load factor envelope is far wider for the faster planes. This fact is easily interpreted considering that a higher speed causes a higher rate of change of the wind velocity along the trajectory, and therefore higher accelerations felt on board.
Out of axis wind conditions promote mixing and generate more turbulence, but their net effect also depends on wind speed. For the lower wind speed V W = 5 m·s −1 , the turbine wake gets easily washed out with increasing distance from the rotor, as it is not very stable even for axial wind conditions. The net effect of the misalignment is therefore less evident. For the higher wind speed of V W = 12 m·s −1 , on the other hand, it is clear how the asymmetry in the set-up of the scenario determines a very significant increase in the average spread between extreme values of the load factor, together with a notable decrease in the lowest distance at which this phenomenon happens. Out of axis conditions, therefore, make the wake encounter more concerning for a larger space interval downwind the rotor. The whole trajectory, from start to end, is covered in the plots. The wake encounter phase is clearly rendered by the pronounced decrease in magnitude, about midway through the trajectory. For a few trajectories closer to the rotor disk, it is possible to distinguish the two separate wakes due to the actual blades; (Middle and Bottom) wind velocity component and aircraft normal load factor along the body-fixed z B axis. These quantities depend on the actual attitude of the aircraft and only the wake encounter section of the trajectory is reported. The trajectories that are closer to the wind turbine are characterized by a lower frequency in the oscillations of both V W z and n z B , due to the stability of the near wake. 
Conclusions
A neutral server platform has been developed to interface advanced open source applications for flight dynamics and CFD simulations. This software framework has been used to generate and control several populations of flight trajectories in the presence of assigned wind and turbulence fields. The purpose is a simulation-based quantification of the flight parameters involved in a wind turbine wake encounter by very-light aircraft. The flow distribution due to a modern, large horizontal axis wind turbine has been simulated in different operating conditions using the Actuator Line Model. The local instantaneous wind velocity vector and aircraft normal load factor have been monitored along every flight trajectory within several flight scenarios. The extreme values of the wind velocity and aircraft load factor components along the aircraft vertical body axis have been represented as a function of the aircraft distance downwind the rotor.
As it emerges from the results presented in the previous chapter, the instantaneous maximum and minimum values of the normal load factor increase in magnitude in the area of most intense wake mixing, at some variable distance downwind the rotor, depending on the macroscopic wind speed and direction. From 1 to 3 diameters downstream for low wind speed, and 1 to 7 diameters downstream for high wind speed, the turbine wake can still be considered stable. Although normal load factors increase with increasing aircraft speed during the wake encounter, in none of the investigated cases is the aircraft structural strength threatened at all and the flight envelope diagram is far away from the stall limits. However, the current model has a number of limitations including a very simplified model of the impact of turbulence on the aerodynamic derivatives and it does not include changes to the center of pressure during a wake encounter. Future work may want to focus on incorporating empirical flight data into the aerodynamic derivatives that can capture these dynamics since it would be very complex and prohibitive to model using CFD. The simulation platform in this paper could readily be extended to include these updates once flight data is available as well as utilizing more realistic inflow turbulent conditions.
The wake encounter dynamics are completely different whether it happens in the near or in the far wake region. This must be kept in mind as far as maneuverability and comfort on board are concerned. In the former case, the aircraft path would encounter two stable, neatly separated gusts: the first blowing upwards and the second downwards, or vice versa, depending on the turbine sense of rotation. In the latter case, the turbulent field is more chaotic, complex and distributed in space. A possible quantitative indicator to distinguish between the two phenomenons is the frequency of the wind component and normal load factors signals, as functions of time or distance traveled along the trajectory. Near-wake encounters present lower frequencies, whereas far-wake encounters present much higher ones, resulting more in continuous vibrations rather than an isolated doublet. A real world flight or a simulation test involving a pilot can provide feedback in the sense of establishing which situation is the most undesirable for human-piloted encounters. To elaborate more deeply on the effects of wake encounters on aircraft, a study of the phenomenon in the frequency domain would be an interesting challenge as well. 
Nomenclature
